




































































SUMMARY 

Greenstone axes of the Funnel Beaker Culture 

The stone axes of the Funnel Beaker Culture may be defined as edge tools with a straight 
edge, formed from stone other than flint. This stone is in the Danish archaeological litera
ture traditionally called "greenstone", whatever its actual colour and nature. Axes of this 
kind have hitherto been only sporadically treated, but so much information is now available 
that a typological division may be undertaken, although the taxonomy must build mainly 
on single finds, which are somewhat problematic from a source-critical point of view. 

In the study of Neolithic flint axes which has taken place in recent years, a relatively 
comprehensive analytical apparatus has been developed, which will also be employed here. 
The axe's greatest width, which is not necessarily the edge width, is here used to derive a 
length-breadth index: the axes's greatest width in relation to its length, expressed as a 
percentage. The analysis of the various primary, secondary and tertiary proportional ele
ments is then utilized in the classification. 

The traditional grouping into point-, thin- and thick-butted axes and into slender and 
thick axes has been followed, but the actual definitions for flint axes have been applied only 
in the case ofpoint-butted axes (butt width less than 4 cm). This is due to the faet that flint 
and greenstone axes are not the same type of tool, merely made of two dilferent materials, 
but two independent forms. The thin-butted axes are therefore separated from the thick
butted by a butt index of ½ and the slender from the thick by a greatest thickness not 
exceeding 3.2 cm and a length-breadth index ofmaximum 40. The presence or absence ofa 
shaft-hole has also been emphasized. 

TAXONOMY 

Thick point-but/ed axes (type I A) are defined as home-produced edge tools with a regular 
surface, at least one "formed" side and a neck width ofup to 4 cm. It is also a requirement 
that the greatest thickness does not exceed 3.2 cm and the 1/b index be over 40. These are 
very rare axes, not unusually asymmetrical around the sagittal axis. At Hårby in Scania, 
two axes probably of this type have been found with flint axes of type I, II and a l .  This 
suggests a date of Early Neolithic, E/N A/B. 

Slender point-but/ed axes (type I B) are separated from the foregoing type by the 1/b index, 
which in this case is under 40, and by the greatest thickness not exceeding 3.2 cm. Only 12 
specimens of this variant are known, most of them from northern Zealand. About half the 
axes have an hourglass-shaped perforation in the mid-line, about 2-3 cm from the butt. The 
type is present in one Danish and one Scanian board, suggesting an Early Neolithic date. 

Large, thick thin-butted axes (type I I A) are defined as thin-butted axes with a greatest 
thickness exceeding 3.2 cm and a maximum 1/b index of 40. The type is quite well repre
sented (about 25%) with a dominance in Zealand, particularly the northern part. It is a 
long narrow type with a low 1/b index combined with a narrow side-angle. All are over 19 
cm long, frequently twenty-odd cm. A couple of specimens are overdimensioned, and it is 
rare to see repairs or strong resharpening of axes of this type. From Svinninge Vejle there is 
an example with the remains ofa wooden shaft. The dating ofthis type is well founded on a 
whole series of settlement and votive/hoard finds. It is securely dated to EN C to MN la 
with the possibility that it continued to exist some time after this. 
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Medium-sized , thick thin-butted axes (type II B) are defined as thin-butted axes more than 15.5 
cm long and with a 1/b index of40 or more. They comprise about 20% of the material and 
have been found mainly in Zealand, with an even distribution. They are generally relatively 
wide, large and thick axes, 15.5-20 cm long, with a 1/b index of 40-50. The type is dated by a 
large series of settlement and hoard finds, most of them with MN II pottery. The dating 
extends, however, from EN C to MN III. An axe is included in the large votive find from 
Salpetermose, Zealand, and the northernmost hoard find is from Osterhammer in Vast
manland. 

Small thin-butted axes (type II C) are defined as thin-butted axes with a 1/b index of over 40, 
but a length of Jess than 15.5 cm. The type comprises only 10 % of the investigated 
population, most coming from eastern Den mark, predominantly Storstrøm county. It is 
generally short, wide, relatively slender and smaller-dimensioned than the other Il-types. 
Thus, for example, not only the length but also the thickness is less than in the other axes. 
Many axes of this type have been strongly resharpened, not unusually into adze-shape, but 
on the whole it is not merely a case of heavily used or re-sharpened axes of the other types. 
One axe was found in Magleby Long fixed in its shaft of ash. When excavated, the greater 
part of the axe blade was behind the shaft, as in the thin-butted flint axes. Through 8 
settlementfinds and a number of grave and hoard finds, the type has been securely dated to 
MN la-III. Production was possibly started in EN C, and a fragment from Lindø 2 suggests 
that it continued down into M IVA. 

Thin-butted axes with shaft-hole (type III) are defined as thin-butted axes with a 1/b index of 
over 40 and a finished or uncompleted hour-glass perforation at the neck. The length never 
exceeds 15.5 cm. The type comprises about 1/, of the material; it is known from the whole 
country and the neighbouring areas, in particular Scania, but most have been found in 
Zealand. They are short, wide and relatively slender axes, not unusually with a narrow 
side-angle. The cross-sectional curvature is generally lower. The perforation is placed 
within 3 cm from the neck (10-20% of the overall length). It is always started from both 
sides, but has not necessarily been completed, and the hole itself is as a rule smal!. It is not 
unusual to find marks of wear on the hole. One interpretation is that the hole accommo
dated a piece of wood or split-pin of some kind which has served in the hafting, but also axes 
with unfinished holes have been used and in most of their proportions correspond to type I I 
C axes. 

Slender, thin-butted axes with narrow sides (type IV A) are defined as having a maximum 
thickness of under 3.2 cm, a 1/b index of under 40, a neck width of at least 4 cm and straight 
or slightly convex sides. About 25 specimens are known from Denmark, evenly distributed 
throughout the country. Those with a shaft-hole ( 4 specimens) have been found in northern 
Zealand, however. They are long, narrow and slender axes. They are often elegant pieces, 
nearly all with a regularly formed neck surface. Several are made ofBaltic quartz porphyry. 
Axes of this kind have not been found in da ting contexts and are therefore placed typologi
cally (EN C-MN II /III). 

Slender, thin-butted axes with splayed edge (type IV B) are separated from the foregoing type 
merely by the splaying of the sides for the first few cm from the edge, after which they are 
straight. About a dozen examples are of known provenance, most of them from northern 
Zealand, and one of these overdimensioned. These, too, are elegant axes. Several have wear 
on the edge and five specimens exhibit an hour-glass perforation of the neck. A single 
Danish specimen has bosses in the middle of the sides. None of the axes of this type are 
found in closed find complexes, so dating has to be typological. The shape finds parallels 
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among the Middle Neolithic amber beads, among the copper axes of the Bygholm hoard 
and a thin-butted flint axe in the Utterslev hoard. A dating to the early passage grave 
period (MN la-II) must therefore be considered likely, whereas the traditional dating to 
Early Neolithic can find little support. 

Thick-butted stone axes, stone chisels and narrow axes cannot be dated with certainty to 
EN or MN, whereas a few miniature axes and the shaft-tongued axes should also be 
referrred to EN/MN. The Danish megalithic graves have also yielded a number of unique 
stone axes, but their dating is very uncertain. 

CONCLUSION 

The thin-butted axes have a very easterly distribution, whereas the type is rare, for exam
ple, in westJ utland. They occur mainly in the areas where many flint axes have been found; 
the greenstone axe is therefore not a form which replaces the flint axe but one which 
supplements it. In north-western Zealand, the ratio of single-found flint axes to greenstone 
axes is I 0: I. 

It is beyond all question that the greenstone axes are regular working axes; many show 
marks of use and wear, re-sharpening and repair, while a couple have been found with their 
shafts. Practical experiments have shown them to be effective cutting tools. This does not 
rule out, however, that over-dimensioned or miniature axes have been produced for ritual 
use, just as, for example, the type IV axes may have served to signal status. Since green
stone axes are tougher than flint axes, they may have served better than flint axes in work in 
irregular wood. 

Hoards containing greenstone axes have been found at the edge ofthe area where flint is 
naturally available. The same applies to greenstone axes deposited as grave goods in, or as 
offerings around, megalithic graves. They lie in a belt from Møn to Hjarbæk Fjord. This 
reflects, however, only special deposition customs: in the settlements, greenstone axes are 
more evenly distributed over the country, but with a concentration in Zealand - a circum
stance which also applies to the pieces found singly (including the bog finds). 

In spite of the paucity of chronological evidence, the development of greenstone axes 
may be broadly established. It starts at the beginning ofthe Neolithic with the point-butted 
axes. These are superseded around the beginning of EN C by the thin-butted greenstone 
axes, which can be classified into a number of chronologically partly distinct types. The 
youngest greenstone axes possibly belong to MN IVA, and have thus been in use longer 
than the thin-butted flint axes. 
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